[The relationship between intensive care medicine and pneumology in Switzerland. The situation in 1998].
We describe the relationships in Switzerland between two medical specialties, critical, or intensive, care and the respiratory medicine. To date, there are only few direct relationships between these medical fields, and very rarely a respirologist becomes the head of a critical, or an intensive care unit. There are two main reasons explaining this situation. First, internal medicine, or general internal medicine, is still a strong specialty in Switzerland, and the patients are frequently under the direct responsibility of an internist, whereas the pneumologists remain consultants. Second, intensive care medicine is a full specialty, distinct from anaesthesiology, with a strong structure. However, things are moving, and the general tendency now is to reduce the total number of beds in the Swiss hospitals, and to open some specialised wards under the direct supervision of specialists, including pneumologists. Nevetherless, due to the small size of the country and the important number of decentralised hospital structures, specialised intensive care units, as respiratory intensive care units, are unlikely to be open in the future.